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Viola

Everyone in the orchestra got their instruments
mixed up! Help each musician find his or her
correct instrument using the clues below. Once you
know, draw a line from the musician to his or her
instrument.

Becky

Flute

Lindsey
Tuba

1. Becky does not play a brass or percussion
instrument.
2. Neither of the girls plays a string instrument.
3. Sam’s instrument is one of the lowestpitched instruments in the orchestra.
4. Lindsey’s instrument does not have a
mouthpiece.
5. John’s instrument is held under the chin
when played.

John

Sam

Xylophone

Jessica is a very busy girl! She plays the trumpet and piano,
and is a member of the jazz band, girls’ choir and marching
band at her school. Help Jessica keep her schedule straight
by figuring out the activity she has planned for each day of the
week and writing it in the grid at the bottom of the page.

1. Jessica’s piano lesson is two days before her trumpet lesson.

Marching
Band
Show

Choir Rehearsal

2. Each week, the marching band has a show during half-time
at the football game on Friday.

Trumpet
Lesson

3. Neither choir rehearsal nor jazz band rehearsal are held on
Tuesdays.
4. Piano lessons are not given the first or last day of the week.
5. Jessica really looks forward to her jazz band rehearsal
because it is right in the middle of the week.
6. Her trumpet lessons are scheduled three days after choir
rehearsal.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Piano Lesson
Jazz Band
Rehearsal

Thursday

Friday
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Fiddler on the Roof
Poor Tevye left his fiddle up on the roof! Travel through
the maze to help him find his instrument.

Fiddler on the Roof is a musical
by Jerry Bock, Sheldon Harnick
and Joseph Stein that was first
performed on Broadway in 1964.
This musical was based on the
story Tevye and His Daughters
by Sholem Aleichem. The
story was about the milkman
Teyve and his Jewish family
living in Russia in 1905.
Fiddler on the Roof was
made into a movie in
1971. It won 3 Academy
Awards.
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